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About This Game

Welcome to MinigolfPark VR! In MinigolfPark VR you will experience playing minigolf in virtual reality on a variety of
courses. No need for power meters and swing indicators. The motion controls provide a realistic experience and immersion.

Currently the game features two courses with 18 holes each. The classic course will provide you with a relaxed and fun
experience while the space course will challenge you with different gadgets like ufos, lasers, gravity planets and wormholes. A

multiplayer mode to play with your friends is planned to be included in a later update.
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Game only shows menus, and cannot play the game at all. I keep getting prompted to buy coins and go to the store. What a
ripoff! I can understand limits ot the cool cars, etc, but I cannot even play the game with basic cars.. Love this Pack so far... I
think its a great idea to add onto the Campus DLC!!!. Disregard the "8" hours on here. I have over 1,000 on the console versions
and picked this up to see if anyone still played it here.

This game is one of the greatest games of all time. Still currently the best 3rd person action-MOBA, and it's a dead game.
The art style captured in this game, mixed with the humor completely inspired games like StarBlood Arena (mixed with
Decent), and made other bigger games like SMITE and Paragon possible.

The only con is that the devlopers are convinced their RTS title somehow could ever top the masterpiece of Monday Night
Combat.

Whatever you're doing Uber Entertainment, drop it for a MNC 3, or some big sister version.

Thanks for reading, and PLAY THIS GAME!!!!. Well, BR 112 was released by Virtual Railroads (we have their work here)
summer 2015th. It's the same family that vR's BR 143, which is one of the best locos of the game.
Since I don't really like "passenger service" I played only cargo scenario. Pretty simple scenario with "cold and dark" start with
one 1000Hz magnet which will cause a little portion of butthurt if you weren't watchful. And as I understant we have not
scenarios for BR 112 with double traction here. That's sad, because it is more interesting to manage multiple locos.
It is very good addon and I must note that in russian Steam it costs only 419 rubbles, when actual vR's price is 14.24 euro for
loco without any scenarios.
So, If you fell in love with DB you should buy it to support developing of german locomotives.. PROS:

-had potential if the creators gave a crap.

CONS:

-Sucked!!!
-No music except for maybe like 30 secs worth.
-doesnt really tell you what to do.
-thats about it.

#TrashOrTreasure
#Trash!!!!!!. Not too bad, good addtion.. It's a game with a few major flaws, but for 2 dollars, I got more than my monies worth
out of it. It plays as a board game, it's turn based, and your goal is to influence a set number of countries over to your ideology.
You have a bunch of agents you can put in countries which can make it easier to spark a revolution, and some countries are
more important than others, which helps you flip other countries as well. The game isn't super deep, but I think there's enough
there to make it fun. I played on normal, and while I ran into some pitfalls and was on the verge of collapsing at a few points,
once you know what you're doing and stabilize your initial situation, the game is not extraordinarily difficult, and the learning
curve isn't too steep, if you read the manual and the tutorial, you should pick up enough to get by, the rest is trial and error.

As I said though, there are a bunch of negatives, that may be dealbreakers for some people (and for its regular price, I'd consider
them to be). The biggest one is the UI, it's total garbage, and for a game made in 2010, some of these issues are inexcusable, I've
played early 90's games that did a better job. The game is tied to a single resolution, that does not appear to be designed for
widescreen monitors (it did not display some text correctly, the top menu bar of your resources and income is not fully visible
and there's no way to fix this, and some arrow keys have "ghosts" next to time). While there is a listing of all your agents, and
where they are, there is no way to click on that list and go to them, so you have to remember where you have agents in the 70+
countries of the game to have them each take actions. There is a "master plan" menu that lets you automate all tasks with a
certain success rate, but sometimes this isn't good enough, so it's very easy to forget where you have people and they will just sit
around doing nothing the entire game.

The other big negative for me is total lack of feedback about what is going on in the game. For example, I have an assassin, of
skill 99, exp 99 (the highest possible in the game), and I'll have a 7% chance to execute an enemy of only 20 skill. The game
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gives you the chance of success, but there's no way to tell how it arrives at that number, and in that particular example I ran into,
it seems very bizarre, especially when you'll get a 70% chance to kill with a much less qualified agent elsewhere. There's a ton
of technologies in the game, there are four trees, each with a bunch of techs that give you bonuses, but again, while the game
explains what each tech is (for example, dead drops, and it explains what a dead drop is if you didn't know), but there's nothing
that explains how that translates to what having that tech does in the game, how much better it lets you avoid detection, or detect
other agents, etc. So you have this research system that is large enough so that you'll never get everything, but there's no way of
prioritizing what is the best value or use to you, because there's just no way of knowing what the practical benefit to any of these
things are, other than they are (allegedly) providing a bonus.

The final negative is lack of multiplayer, this is a game where I think if you played against another human, even with the above
problems, would actually be a blast to play, becasue the whole point is hiding agents around the world and trying to spark
revolutions as quickly and quietly as possible, and having to go up against an actual human intelligence as opposed to an AI that
does not really make the best decisions would be an entirely different ballgame.
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very boring game, walking simulator with no effort added from dev. n worth every penny i swear. A nice HOG. The game looks
good despite the low resolution and the background music fit the game quite nicely.

The HO scenes were for the most part rather easy but a couple of the items were hard to find or had a weird description. Some
of the puzzles were a bit over my patience level - good thing there's a strategy guide included!

What I didn't like: The voice acting, jeez. The lack of a map combined with some serious backtracking action :(. Horriable
game, terriable graphics would not recommend. I am surprised I didn't leave my thumbs up here.

Root Double is amazing visual novel. Great worldbuilding, memorable characters, phenomenal storytelling; I can't stress it
enough! And too bad I can't really explain 'why' without spoiling all the fun exploring this game.Let me put it this way - feel
free to treat Root Double as a slow paced murder-ish(?) mystery because you will find your answers only in the end. It was a
rollercoaster of emotions for me personaly and was damn worth it.

And it has full VO!

Brave_decision.mp3
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